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Dear Editor,

Coxsackievirus A16 (CA16) and enterovirus A71 (EV-A71) are the
main causative agents of hand foot and mouth disease (HFMD) (Alex-
ander et al., 1994). Besides HFMD, EV-A71 infection in young children
can lead to a spectrum of other clinical diseases and associated neuro-
logical complications and mortality (Melnick JL., 1996). In recent de-
cades, EV-A71 infections have become a major public health concern
throughout the world, following the frequent occurrence of epidemics
and outbreaks of HFMD associated with neurological complications and
high mortality in young children (Ishimaru et al., 1980; Tagaya et al.,
1981; Chomnaitree et al., 1982; Samuda et al., 1987; Gilbert et al., 1988;
Hayward et al., 1989; Lum et al., 1998; Chang et al., 1998; Liu et al.,
2000; Yang et al., 2011; Zeng et al., 2012).

Infection by EV-A71 does not cross-protect children against HFMD by
CA16 and vice-versa. In addition, our earlier study of monkeys infected
with a stable, cold-adapted, temperature-sensitive conditional lethal EV-
A71 (EV71:TLLβP20) showed induction of a high neutralizing antibody
titre against EV-A71 within the same genogroup, but of lower neutral-
izing antibody titre against heterologous genogroups (Chua et al., 2021).
The finding concurred with a previously published monkey study un-
dertaken in Japan (Arita et al., 2007).

In this study, we generated an equally stable, cold-adapted temper-
ature-sensitive/conditional lethal EV-A71 virus vector (EV71:eTLLβP20)
based on the availability of the EV71:TLLβP20 strain and currently
known reverse genetic bio-molecular technology. This virus vector was
subsequently used to generate equally stable, cold-adapted, temperature-
sensitive/conditional lethal strains of EV-A71 carrying the capsid protein
gene of EV-A71 subgenogroup C5 (EV71:TLLeC5), and the capsid protein
gene of CA16 (TLLeCA16). The materials and methods adopted to
generate such virus vector and specified virus strains were fully described
in the Supplementary Information.

Schematic diagrams representing the genome structure and respec-
tive translated proteins of engineered enteroviruses (EV71:eTLLβP20,
EV71:TLLeC5 and TLLeCA16) are shown in Fig. 1. The representative
genomic structure and translated proteins of EV71:eTLLβP20 is similar to
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that of EV71:TLLβP20, except at the nucleotide level where two specific
restriction sites (MluI, ACGCGT) and EagI, CGGCCG) (red arrows) were
engineered into the genome, one in the VP4 gene near the beginning of
protein coding region (nt 770 to 775), and the other in the 2A gene
sequence near the junction with VP1 (nt 3341 to 3346). The nucleotide
changes (in lower case, gCGatc) at the introduced MluI site (ACGCGT)
lead to a serine > valine, (S10V) substitution. Nucleotide changes (in
lower case, tGGCCa) at the introduced EagI site (CGGCCG) lead to a
glutamine > arginine, (Q867R) substitution in the viral polyprotein. The
introduction of restriction enzyme sites does not lead to a change in the
phenotypic characteristics change of the virus as shown in detail below.
Both EV71:TLLeC5 and TLLeCA16 retain the same sequence changes at
the two introduced specific restriction sites (MluI and EagI) as
EV71:eTLLβP20. The nucleotide sequence of the capsid protein genes
(P1) of EV71:TLLeC5 and TLLeCA16 were derived entirely from an
equivalent region of EV-A71 subgenogroup C5 and CA16 (genogroup B,
lineage 2) respectively, as indicated in Fig. 1B and C. The complete ge-
nomes of engineered enteroviruses (EV71:eTLLβP20, EV71:TLLeC5 and
TLLeCA16), passaged 20 times in Vero cells incubated at 28 �C, were
sequenced (GenBank Accession numbers MT241237, MT241238,
MT241239).

The genome of EV71:eTLLβP20 has nine nucleotide differences (six
were purposefully introduced to create sites for specific restriction
endonucleases) from its original source sequence, resulting in three
amino acids changes (two due to introduction) (Fig. 1A).
EV71:eTLLβP20 has two spontaneous synonymous mutations, one in
the VP1 gene (A2966G) and the other in 2A gene (C3362A). A non-
synonymous spontaneous mutation occurred in the VP4 gene (C754T)
that resulted in serine > leucine (S3L) substitution. The genome of
EV71:TLLeC5 differs from its original source sequence by eight nucle-
otides, resulting in five amino acid substitutions (Fig. 1B). Only two of
the nucleotides (C3362A, A5044T) and one of the amino acid changes
(asparagine > isoleucine, N1433I) were due to spontaneous mutations.
The genome of TLLeCA16 differs from its original source sequence by
14 nucleotides that result in 5 amino acid substitutions (Fig. 1C). Seven
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams representing the genome structures and respective translated proteins of EV71:eTLLβP20 (A), EV71:TLLeC5 (B) and TLLeCA16 (C). The
thicker bars denote the coding regions (P1, P2 and P3) and thinner bars denote the 50 and 30 non-coding (NC) regions of the virus genomes. The lighter colour denotes
translated polyproteins and respective viral proteins after cleavage. The black arrows indicate the positions of cleavage sites separating P1, P2 and P3 component of the
viral polyproteins. The red arrows indicate the sites of introduction of the restriction enzymes (MluI and EagI). The red lettering and black lettering respectively
indicate the type and position of non-synonymous and synonymous mutations that occurred after 20 successive passages in Vero cells incubated at 28 �C.
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nucleotide changes were due to spontaneous mutations, resulting in
three amino acid changes. One spontaneous nucleotide mutation
(A1212G) resulted in a threonine to alanine (T156A) substitution in the
VP2 gene. Two spontaneous mutations (C2140T, G2405A) with C2140T
mutation resulting in an amino acid change from alanine to valine
(A465V) occurred in the VP3 gene. Two synonymous spontaneous
mutations (T3341C, G3344C) occurred in the VP1 gene. Two sponta-
neous mutations (C3362T, C3424G) occurred in the 2A gene with
C3424G mutation resulting in an amino acid change from serine to
cysteine (S893C).
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The genetically modified (EV71:eTLLβP20) and engineered chimeric
(EV71:TLLeC5 and TLLeCA16) enteroviruses retained the same cold-
adapted, temperature-sensitive/conditional lethal growth characteris-
tics in Vero cells as their parental strain (EV71:TLLβP20). After 20 pas-
sages in Vero cells incubated at 28 �C, EV71:eTLLβP20 took 3 and 7 days
to induce full CPE in Vero cells incubated at 28 �C and 37 �C respectively.
EV71:TLLeC5 took 3 and 7 days to induce full CPE in Vero cells incubated
at 28 �C and 37 �C respectively. TLLeCA16 took 3 and 4 days to induce
full CPE in Vero cells incubated at 28 �C and 37 �C respectively. The virus
titres of the respective engineered strains in the culture supernatant of
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infected Vero cells at full CPE, at culture temperatures of 28 �C, 37 �C and
39.5 �C are shown in Table 1. In summary, all the three engineered cold-
adapted strains took fewer days to cause full CPE and achieved higher
virus titres in the culture supernatants of infected Vero cells incubated at
28 �C. As with EV71:TLLβP20 (Chua et al., 2021), all the strains were
unable to replicate in Vero cells incubated at 39.5 �C, as indicated by the
absence of CPE and negative detection of virus antigen in suspended cells
by IFA. The absence of viable virus progeny in culture supernatants was
confirmed by a lack of CPE and absence of virus antigen after a blind
passage into fresh Vero cells incubated at 28 �C, 37 �C and 39.5 �C.

Virus growth kinetics of EV71:eTLLβP20, EV71:TLLeC5 and
TLLeCA16 compared to the original wild-type ST and parental
EV71:TLLβP20 strains by total viral RNA quantity in the culture super-
natant of infected Vero cells incubated at 28 �C, 37 �C and 39.5 �C are
shown in Fig. 2A. The results corroborated with earlier findings of virus
growth kinetics by cell death leading to full CPE at respective culture
temperatures. As with the parental EV71:TLLβP20 strain, viral growth
kinetics by RNA load of these engineered cold-adapted strains were
significantly different from that of their original wild-type ST strain at
culture temperature of 28 �C and 37 �C but not at 39.5 �C (Fig. 2).

Assessment of temperature sensitivity phenotype reversion was per-
formed by six successive passages of the three engineered enteroviruses
in Vero cells incubated at 37 �C. The growth characteristics of the virus
strains derived from each respective passage in Vero cells incubated at
37 �C, are shown in terms of kinetics of cell death (Fig. 2D) and virus titre
(Fig. 2E) at full CPE on incubation at 28 �C and 37 �C. Similar to their
parental strain, all the engineered virus strains derived from fourth
passage onward were able to cause some cell death at 39.5 �C and some
of the suspended cells gave positive immunofluorescence staining
(Fig. 2F–d, F–e and F–f), however, none of their culture supernatants
were able to cause cell death on re-passaging into fresh Vero cells incu-
bated at 39.5 �C. In addition, the fluorescein signal generated by the
infected cells was not as brilliant green in comparison to the positive
control (Fig. 2F–a). These findings imply the engineered virus strains
were able to infect the Vero cells at incubation temperature of 39.5 �C,
leading to some degree of virus translation and cell death, but remained
unable to produce viable virus progeny.

Following successive passages at 37 �C, the complete genomes of
EV71:eTLLβP20, EV71:TLLeC5 and TLLeCA16 at passage three and six
were sequenced and analyzed. The number of nucleotide and corre-
sponding amino acid changes at each respective gene of EV71:eTLLβP20
and EV71:TLLeC5 are shown in Supplementary Tables S3 and S4. At
passage three, reversion to the wild-type virus genomic sequence
occurred in the EV71:eTLLβP20 2A gene at nucleotide position 3346
(G3346A), leading to substitution from arginine to glutamine (R867Q).
This reversion was maintained at passage six. In addition, a deletion of 15
nucleotides, leading to deletion of five amino acids and a change of
asparagine to histidine at position 667 (N667H), occurred in 58% (7/12)
of the VP1 genes (Supplementary Table S3). Interestingly, the same
reversion at nucleotide position 3346 (G3346A, R867Q) of the 2A gene
occurred in the consensus genomic sequence of EV71:TLLeC5 at both
passage three and six. In addition to this reversion, the genomic sequence
of EV71:TLLeC5, at both passage three and six, had a spontaneous mu-
tation in the viral 2C gene (C4566T) leading to a histidine to tyrosine
substitution (H1274Y) (Supplementary Table S4). No mutation was
Table 1
The virus titres of the respective engineered virus strains in the culture super-
natant of infected Vero cells at full CPE, at culture temperatures of 28 �C, 37 �C
and 39.5 �C.

Engineered
virus strain

Virus titre (CCID50) attained at culture temperature

28 �C 37 �C 39.5 �C

EV71:eTLLP20 2.15 � 107 4.65 � 106 No virus titre
EV71:TLLeC5 2.15 � 108 2.15 � 107 No virus titre
TLLeCA16 4.64 � 107 2.15 � 106 No virus titre
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detected in the consensus genomic sequence of TLLeCA16 at both pas-
sage three and six, although a mixed population of either guanine (G) or
adenine (A) occurred at nucleotide position 1212 on sequencing its
complete genome. The nucleotide substitution is synonymous.

Viral vectors allow the development of chimeric strains that can
help to improve our understanding of viral infection and rapid inves-
tigation of any new variants that may arise. Based on extensive previous
work on polioviruses and other enteroviruses, the process of entero-
virus protein translation and genome replication is known to be closely
coupled. The viral polyprotein is co-translationally cleaved into mul-
tiple individual structural and non-structural proteins of various
distinct functions. This continuum process is regulated, co-ordinated
and executed by the viral 50 (Cloverleaf and IRES) and 30 non-coding
sequences, as well as non-structural proteins, to bring about the
simultaneous recruitment of specific host cell proteins to form the virus
replication machinery (Hellen and Wimmer, 2005; Johnson and Sir-
now, 2005; Haller and Semler, 2005). Armed with this understanding,
and existing powerful biomolecular techniques, we created the
enterovirus vector containing restriction enzymes sites (MluI and EagI)
sequences engineered into the EV71:TLLβP20 genome flanking the viral
capsid region (P1). EV71:eTLLβP20 behaves phenotypically as
EV71:TLLβP20, suggesting the stability of the virus replication ma-
chinery was not perturbed in the process. The same virus vector was
used to generate chimeric enteroviruses separately expressing the
capsid proteins of EV-A71 sub-genogroup C5 and CA16. However, the
initial generated chimeric enteroviruses were noted to be unstable,
which progressively adapted with better ability to replicate at 28 �C and
reduced ability to replicate at 37 �C (data not shown), akin to a
cold-adapted EV71:TLLα strain described in Chua et al. (2021). The
stability was restored by converting the P1-2A motif sequences of
EV-A71 subgenogroup C5 (AITTLG) and CA16 (KITTLG) to that of
EV71:TLLβP20 (TITTLG) through site-directed mutagenesis as
described in the respective subsections of Materials and Method. It is
interesting to note that a mere amino acid difference at crucial point of
viral genome can lead to destabilization of viral function. Thus, the
change of alanine (A) or lysine (K) to threonine (T) returns the genetic
and phenotypic stability of the chimeric enteroviruses. The “TITTL”
amino acid sequence motif is situated and formed part of the cleavage
site between VP1 (structural protein) and 2A (non-structural protein)
which is self-cleaved during the process of translation.

In the temperature reversion study, although all the engineered virus
strains derived from the fourth passage onward were able to cause some
cell death at 39.5 �C but none of their culture supernatants were able to
cause cell death on re-passaging into fresh Vero cells incubated at 39.5
�C. This finding implies the three engineered enteroviruses were still
unable to produce viable virus progeny in Vero cells incubated at 39.5 �C
following six successive passaging in Vero cells incubated at 37 �C. Six
unique mutations that are highly conserved that may have contributed to
the phenotypic and genetic stability and temperature sensitive/condi-
tional lethal characteristics of the parental virus strain was previously
discussed (Chua et al., 2021). The six unique highly conserved mutations
were also retained in the three genetic-engineered chimeric enterovi-
ruses. In comparison to polioviruses of Sabin oral vaccine (Glax-
oSmithKline, London, UK; A0PVB326BC), having only 1 to 3 unique
conserved mutations (depending on the serotypes) which contributed to
their attenuated phenotypes but also ease of reversion to their wild-types
(Hellen and Wimmer, 2005; Sutter et al., 2012), the presence of a com-
bination of the six unique highly conserved mutations of these three
engineered chimeric enteroviruses may have contributed their difficulty
of reversion to wild-type (ST) strain.

Numerous attempts were also undertaken to generate a chimeric
enterovirus expressing the capsid protein of an attenuated poliovirus 1,
derived from an oral Sabin poliovirus vaccine (Mcgoldrick et al., 1995).
Although the plasmids carrying the chimeric cDNA clone of
EV71:eTLLβP20, expressing the P1 region of poliovirus 1, gave positive
immunofluorescent staining of poliovirus 1 antigen, following



Fig. 2. A–C Virus growth kinetics of EV71:TLLβP20, EV71:eTLLβP20, EV71:TLLeC5 and TLLeCA16 in comparison with the original wild-type ST strain by total viral
RNA quantity in the culture supernatant of infected Vero cells incubated at 28 �C (A), 37 �C (B) and 39.5 �C (C). D–E Assessment of temperature reversion growth
characteristics of EV71:eTLLβP20 (black bar), EV71:TLLeC5 (red bar) and TLLeCA16 (blue bar) following six successive passages in Vero cells incubated at 37 �C.
Growth characteristics of the virus derived from each successive culture at 37 �C in terms of virus growth kinetics by cell death (D) and virus titre in CCID50/mL at full
cytopathic effect (CPE) (E) at incubation temperature of 28 �C (solid bar) and 37 �C (dotted bar). F A composite photograph showing Vero cells incubated at 39.5 �C
and infected with EV71:TLLβP20 (F-c), EV71:eTLLβP20 (F-d), EV71:TLLeC5 (F-e) and TLLeCA16 (F-f) after six successive passages at incubation temperature of 37 �C.
EV71:TLLβP20-infected Vero cells incubated at 37 �C served as positive control (F-a). Non-infected Vero cells served as negative control (F-b). The infected cells were
stained with fluorescein-tagged monoclonal antibody specific for EV-A71 and examined under UV-microscopy (�40).
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transfection into both Vero and RD cells, no infectious virus progeny
were recovered. The failure to recover viable virus progeny is most likely
due to the incompatibility of interaction between the EV-A71 (Enterovirus
A species) 2C and the poliovirus 1 (Enterovirus C species) VP3 protein (Liu
772
et al., 2010). It will be of great interest to explore whether
EV71:eTLLβP20 can be successfully utilised to generate chimeric en-
teroviruses expressing capsid proteins of all known enteroviruses of
Enterovirus A species.
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The data on viral RNA load by qRT-PCR of EV71:TLLβP20 and wild-
type ST strains previously published (Chua et al., 2021) were reused for
comparison.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://do
i.org/10.1016/j.virs.2022.08.001.
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